Transitioning to a 3-year cycle

New ABMGG diplomate portal
Where is the 10-year cycle?

- Regardless of where you were in your 10-year cycle in the old portal, you will see only the current 3-year cycle in your new portal if you are up to date on your requirements. (see next slide)

- If you have outstanding activities from the previous timeframe in the old portal, you will see “Previous Cycle 1” in addition to the current cycle in the new portal. (see slide 5) Complete the outstanding activities first to catch up.

- If you are in years 8-10 in the old portal and are missing requirements from the years 1-3, you will see “Previous Cycle 2”, “Previous Cycle 1”, and the current cycle. All outstanding activities from “Previous Cycle 2” must be completed by the end of the current cycle in order to maintain certification.

- Each cycle view shows only the requirements due for the cycle selected.
Dashboard if there are no outstanding requirements from previous timeframes
Outstanding requirements

This example shows outstanding requirements from a previous 3-year cycle.

In this case, the diplomate must upload CMEs into the “Previous Cycle 1” in order to catch up.

Once the outstanding activity is completed, only the current cycle will show on the dashboard.
This example shows a diplomate whose 10-year cycle ends in 2019 with missing requirements from years 1-3.
Keeping up with requirements

3 year cycle all requirements completed
3 year cycle all requirements completed
And so on

One or more outstanding requirements
1 yr grace period
Outstanding requirements complete
And so on

Not Meeting Requirements
Not meeting requirements
Secure exams remain on a 10-year cycle and are indicated in the lower right.

If you passed a required secure exam, you will see “Status: Passed”.

If you are participating in CertLink, you will see “Status: Not Available”. Click on the “CertLink” tab for a link to the CertLink platform. A mini dashboard will be available for view in the future.